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Agenda

● Introduce Belle / Belle II experiment
● Previous jet measurement at Belle 
● Unique opportunity for QCD studies at Belle II
● Advantages of the Belle II detector and its event shapes
● Show how Belle II can help understand QCD, hadronization, nonperturbative 

effects
● Show how polarization can be accessed in e+e- collisions without beam 

polarization
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KEK facility
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QCD and jet physics in e+e- collisions

● Has long history in studying QCD
○ e.g. PETRA at DESY: discovery of the gluon (1979)
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Belle Experiment (1999 - 2010)
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The next-generation B-factory: SuperKEKB

● World record luminosity
● Expecting 50 x Belle integrated luminosity (100 x BaBar) 6



Belle II
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electron  (7GeV)

positron (4GeV)

KL and muon detector:
Resistive Plate Counter (barrel outer layers)
Scintillator + WLSF + MPPC (end-caps, inner 2 barrel layers)

Particle Identification: 
Time-of-Propagation counter (barrel)
Prox. focusing Aerogel RICH (fwd)

Central Drift Chamber
He(50%):C2H6(50%), Small cells, long 
lever arm,  fast electronics

EM Calorimeter:
CsI(Tl), waveform sampling
Pure CsI for end-caps

Vertex Detector:
2 layers DEPFET + 4 layers DSSD

Beryllium beam 
pipe
2cm diameter



How to use a B-factory for jet physics?

● Shapes of different event types are key
● Since they are produced at Y(4S), the BB̅ events are very spherical
● Meanwhile qq̅ events tend to form high-thrust dijet events
● Cuts on thrust or related properties provide clean qq̅ dijet event sample
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● [Show example topologies of selected dijets vs non-dijets]
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Particles Jets
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Particles Jets



How to study spin-dependent effects with unpolarized 
beams?

● Key: use that the q and q̅ spins are correlated
○ close to 100% transversal polarisation in barrel

● This allows to then access quantities like e.g. G1
⊥ (c.f. 1505.08020 [hep-ex])
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Jet physics results from Belle

Asymmetries for Cos(2(φR1-φR2)) (G1
⊥)
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Belle Preliminary Belle Preliminary

● The asymmetry turned out to be projected ≡ 0
● Result showcases good control of systematic

uncertainties possible in this type of 
measurement at Belle

1505.08020 [hep-ex]



What possibilities does this open?

● Clean events and good PID capabilities
● Can get good samples of quark-jets
● Extremely high luminosity allows precision and correlation studies
● Low energies enhance access to TMD and nonperturbative effects

○ This greatly complements jet measurements from LHC, RHIC, etc.
○ Can use Belle II to constrain nonperturbative corrections to jet-functions etc.

● These points allow to measure effects not previously accessible in e+e- 
○ e.g. hadron or di-hadron correlation studies

● Relevance for EIC, understanding hadronization
○ Testing existing jet and TMD calculations in clean environment
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Measuring jet qT spectrum at BELLE II: Definitions

as

source: Gutierrez-Reyes, D., Scimemi, I., Waalewijn, W.J. et al. Transverse momentum dependent distributions in e+e− and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering using jets. J. High 
Energ. Phys. 2019, 31 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2019)031

Transverse momentum decorrelation q:
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Measuring jet qT spectrum at BELLE II

source: Gutierrez-Reyes, D., Scimemi, I., Waalewijn, W.J. et al. Transverse momentum dependent distributions in e+e− and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering using jets. J. High 
Energ. Phys. 2019, 31 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2019)031
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Measuring jet qT spectrum at BELLE II

We know we have enough large enough datasets at Belle II

Predicted statistical uncertainties with 10 fb^-1

based on MC:
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Systematic Uncertainties

● Main task is to constrain systematic uncertainties
● We expect contributions from:

○ Imperfect detector response
○ Inhomogeneous detector noise
○ Non qq̅ contributions to dijet-sample (e.g.tau pairs)
○ Initial state radiation (ISR) makes effective CMS energy uncertain

● Similar to experience from previous Belle analyses
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Can also check dependence on jet radius R and jet z cut

source: Gutierrez-Reyes, D., Scimemi, I., Waalewijn, W.J. et al. Transverse momentum dependent distributions in e+e− and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering using jets. J. High 
Energ. Phys. 2019, 31 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2019)031
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Current Status

Spectrum close to being comparable, lacks unfolding and some corrections

(preliminary plot on right produced from uubar MC file)

19source: Gutierrez-Reyes, D., Scimemi, I., Waalewijn, W.J. et al. Transverse momentum dependent distributions in e+e− and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering using jets. J. High 
Energ. Phys. 2019, 31 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP10(2019)031



More possible measurements

● Many other jet-related observables can constrain QCD dynamics
○ help understand limits of perturbative QCD
○ constrain nonperturbative quantities

● Some examples:
○ hadron-in-jet fragmentation
○ energy-energy correlators
○ momentum sharing fraction zg
○ jet charge
○ flavor correlations
○ jet pull
○ jet angularities
○ T-odd effects

● See also: 
○ “Opportunities for precision QCD physics in hadronization at Belle II -- a snowmass 

whitepaper” e-Print: 2204.02280 [hep-ex]
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Conclusions

● Majority of jet physics results are from high energy hadron collisions
● Belle data had been used for QCD and jet measurements
● Belle II electron-positron collisions provide clean environment for further 

hadronization/QCD studies
● Testing predictions across a wide energy range to gain confidence in theory
● Belle II is set to produce large dataset with good detector capabilities
● Measurement of the qT spectrum serves as test of this extension to lower 

energies
● Possibility to test additional observables
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Backup slides and notes
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Physics Motivation and Goals

● We are interested in nucleon structure, described by PDFs
● We hope to extract PDFs from SIDIS at the EIC with increased precision
● Complication in SIDIS: both initial- and final-state non-perturbative physics

○ Final state non-perturbative physics can be extracted from e+e- data
● Jet observables offer some significant advantages over conventional ones

○ Put simply, replacing fragmentation functions with new “jet functions”
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24available here: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.04259.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1904.04259.pdf


Physics Motivation and Goals

● We are interested in the structure of the proton
● We hope to extract PDFs from SIDIS at the EIC with increased precision
● Complication in SIDIS: both initial- and final-state non-perturbative physics
● In SIDIS, replacing nonperturbative TMD FFs with calculable jet functions 

increases sensitivity to initial state nonperturbative physics
● Jet functions receive nonpert. corrections for small transverse momenta
● Because of jet functions’ universality (nonpert. structure), can use e+e- data

“[...] data from e+e- collisions could be used to fit a model for nonperturbative 
corrections to the jet function to be later applied to SIDIS”
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Main results of paper by Gutierrez-Reyes et al.

● Proposal: measure jets instead of hadrons
○ Replacing TMD FFs with (new) TMD jet functions
○ When using WTA (winner-take-all), can use same factorization formulae

● Calculated Jet functions at one-loop level
● Phenomenological results for e+e- and SIDIS (qT-spectra)

○ two-loop jet functions for large R limit -> N3LL accuracy
○ large R limit describes full R results well
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The qT measurement in practice

● Choosing data sets
● Event cuts: Selection of e+-e-→dijet events 

○ e.g. require two highest energy jets to have E > 3.75 GeV (z > 0.71)
● Finding appropriate track cuts / particle selection

○ photon energy cuts to avoid detector noise (e.g. E > 0.1 GeV)
● Choice of jet definition and recombination scheme

○ e+-e- anti kt algorithm, WTA
● Determining detector effects

○ Find response matrix with MC study and unfolding
● Study R and z-cut dependence of qT spectrum
● Study systematic effects
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What datasets to use?

● Can use both on- and off-resonance
○ Gutierrez-Reyes et al. calculated for sqrt(s) = 10.52 GeV

■ Variation between dataset types expected smaller than ISR corrections
○ Ideally, proper dijet selection criteria are able to use the appropriate events from any set
○ If sufficient quantity, off-resonance could be easier to correct

● Use respective equivalent MC for unfolding (ideally 5-10 times as much data)
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Selection of e+e-→dijet events

● Currently selected by requiring that two highest energy jets have E > 3.75 
GeV each (z > 0.713)

○ This kinematically ensures that there can’t be a third jet of similar energy 
● See examples of selected and rejected events:
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Track cuts / particle selection

● Using standard quality cuts and PID
○ Currently using the most-likely particle lists provided in basf2
○ photons, pi+, K+, protons, electrons, muons and respective anti-particles

● Photon cut in E to remove noise
○ Currently require photons to be E > 0.1 GeV
○ If not removed this could falsely add energy to the jets
○ This can be refined to detector-area specific cut-offs
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Jet definitions

● Gutierrez-Reyes et al. calculate qT spectra for anti-kt with WTA
● Starting with this choice, perhaps comparing later
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Jet definitions (for e+-e-)

c.f. fastjet documentation
section 4
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source: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1126-6708/2008/04/063/meta



Difference between WTA and E-scheme recombination

● SJA simply sums 4-vectors
● WTA replaces two particles with massless particles moving in direction of 

more energetic particle, with new energy being the sum of both particles
○ Momentum of completed jet is parallel to momentum of most energetic constituent
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Close to comparable, lacks unfolding

(plot on right produced from uubar MC file)
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Unfolding

Multiple effects to consider:

● statistical fluctuations
● horizontal migration
● limited detector acceptance
● “non-linear response”
● additional backgrounds
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Unfolding

● First a simple check:
○ Use same sample for

response and unfolding
○ Bayes Unfolding

(4 iterations)
○ AntiKt test file
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On larger (uubar) MC sample

Closure tests check out
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Unfolding in polar angle

● Detector response is expected to depend on the orientation of the dijet
● Need to find a quantity to represent this orientation

○ e.g. thrust angle, one of the jet axes, etc.
● Implemented (unweighted) average angular distance from beam line of the 

two dominant jets
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Unfolding in polar angle

● This quantity is very similar between truth and reconstructed dijet events that 
pass dijet event cut
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x-axis: reconstructed

y-axis: generated

below: ratio recon/truth
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Non qqbar corrections

Different event types have different cut-efficiencies

Checked how many events pass the 3.75 GeV cut-off for dijet selection

● BBbar events highly suppressed
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uubar ddbar ssbar ccbar charged mixed taupair

MC truth 0.497 0.457 0.328 0.264 0.00864 0.00584 0.0809

MC reconstructed 0.101 0.0888 0.0629 0.0538 0.0035 0.00231 0.0327



Current status

● Can calculate qT from given event (in data and MC)
● Code is set up to compare MC truth with reconstructed
● Built event visualization to check and compare jet-clustering and 

event-selection
● Working on the unfolding procedure
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T-odd jets: measurement in practice

● Dijet event selection with similar criteria as for qT spectrum
● Extracting φ1, θ, and qT for each event
● For selected qT bin, fit distribution of φ1 values

○ Simply average over θ, or use θ bins?
● Fit is then comparable with calculations for
● What systematic problems are to be expected?

○ Angle φ1 problematic at low qT?
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arXiv:2205.01117
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Selection of e+e-→dijet events: ISR effects

● Currently selected by requiring that two highest energy jets have E > 3.75 
GeV each (z > 0.713)

● Noticed contamination from events that look like ISR or only photons in MC

49source: Bevan, Adrian, et al. The physics of the B factories. Springer Nature, 2017.


